
Perfect protection 
for ‘hard to see’ 
security breaches

Brighteyez



The simple solution for complex situations

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Brighteyez

Detection range  30m

Type of detection  Infrared sensor with ai filtration

Internet connection  Integrated secure connection

Power supply  Rechargeable batteries

Alarm follow up   24/7 connection with our 
control centre

Weight  700g (including battery)

Required space   Flexible use in any preferred 
space 

Protect and monitor all hidden corners 
with BauWatch Brighteyez
When a site is full of hidden corners, you need a 
security system that will effectively keep them on 
show. Criminals will often find entry points in places 
where they think they cannot be seen, and this is 
where you’ll find the most damage. When offenders 
feel unobserved, nothing deters them from the 
crimes they intend to commit. To keep your site 
safe and leave no hiding spots, you will need to 
implement a high-tech monitoring device that can 
catch these vandals red-handed. 

Reducing false alarms 
Brighteyez is the perfect solution. The system has the 
potential to record continuously for 400 days on one full 
battery charge, which is the equivalent of 50,000 events. 
The camera detects movement and reacts by taking a 
cluster of still images that are sent to our control centre. 
To reduce false alarms and save time for our monitoring 
station, the clever AI technology recognises movement 
from something that isn’t human (i.e. a site banner waving 
or an animal) and filters this out. 

On average, Brighteyez detects and disregards 95% of 
harmless triggers, meaning our control centre can spend 
more time on dealing with real alarms rather than 
false activations. 

Brighteyez is ideal for:
• Keeping an eye on hidden corners
• Outdoor surveillance
• Complementing the security of our CCTV towers

3 Advantages

✓  Crystal clear imagery even at night
 

✓  Autonomous system with ecofriendly 
rechargeable batteries 

✓ Remote arming/disarming

SECURITY

Contact us for more information 
on securing your site today


